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Transitioning the UCI Math Circle (UCIMC) to an online format has
forced us to pivot our pedagogical goals from teaching specific mathematical concepts to building an online mathematical community of
young scholars. Each academic quarter, we recruit math Ph.D. students, undergraduate math majors, and faculty to serve as UCIMC
mentors and run small breakout rooms during each meeting. Mentors
are asked to volunteer for an entire quarter, so that they have time to
build bonds with participants. The curriculum, created by the Julia
Robinson Math Festival, and the accompanying digital applications,
allows students of all ages to engage in online mathematical explorations. Prior to each UCIMC meeting, we run a “mentor training”
session where we train the mentors on how to use an inquiry-based
approach to guide their students on the week’s online mathematical
game or puzzle. Students are encouraged to come up with their own
observations and hypotheses, as young mathematical researchers, towards understanding a mathematical investigation. With 24 sessions
offered throughout the school year, and an average attendance of 58
students and 10 mentors, UCIMC is making an impact on students’
math skills, while also bringing solace and stability to youths in the
COVID-19 pandemic, by offering a dependable once-a-week scheduled online visit with peers and college mentors. In this paper, we
detail the benefits of this approach towards fostering community between and among the students and mentors, and the benefits gained
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by the mentors towards developing their own teaching skills. Using comparison data collected from the past year, we describe how
our novel approach has been a resounding success. The geographical
reach of UCIMC has expanded, our attendance has increased, and
we have been able to better retain female UCIMC students.

1

Math enrichment to introduce students to the community of mathematics

Math circles are forms of educational outreach that provide students who
enjoy learning mathematics a chance to participate in math enrichment outside
of school, alongside similar minded students, with the overarching goal of
inspiring in students an understanding of and a lifelong love for mathematics
[6]. Math circles can have a variety of styles, but a common feature is that they
generally connect motivated students with professional mathematicians to do
mathematics that is complementary to school curricula [14]. The concept of
a math circle, with its emphasis on bringing together middle school or high
school students and professional mathematicians on a regular basis to solve
problems, appeared in the U.S. about 25 years ago, but it has been a strong
component of Russia’s and Bulgaria’s mathematical culture for about a century
[25].
Math circles provide students interested in mathematics an opportunity to
actually do mathematics, working out examples and making conjectures, and
to experience its beauty and its creativity. Quoting James Tanton:
One can always teach the grammar of mathematics, but math circles reveal its poetry [2].

Figure 1. Discovering the poetry of mathematics at UCIMC
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A successful math circle intrigues students, engages them, teaches them,
challenges them, and leaves them with more questions to think about than
when they entered the session [22]. Rather than emphasizing competitionstyle problems or doing scores of exercises as in traditional school classes and
homework, many math circles focus on exploring mathematics, and fostering
a reflective thinking style that is typical of research mathematicians [14].
Both math circles and math competitions attract students who are high
achieving and mathematically talented, and have parents who often go out
of their ways to find opportunities for them to be challenged [6]. However,
math circles differ from math contests, the other major gateway to participation in the community of mathematics, because problems tend to be more
open-ended; they often require exploration and sometimes do not have unique
correct answers. Most importantly, while both forms of math enrichment are
cognitively demanding, the experience at math circles is less competitive and
more collaborative than in typical math contests [17].

Figure 2. A typical Math Contest setting
The competition route has the potential to channel talented youths on a
path of original mathematical inquiry. For example, Melanie Wood - Professor
at Harvard University and former Putnam fellow and International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) silver medalist - expressed that engaging in math competitions brought her great joy and success in mathematical exploration, exposed
her to a considerable bulk of new mathematics outside of the typical school
curriculum, and helped her develop thinking skills and maturity of mind [22].
However, because math contests only award prizes for first, second and third
place, with the large majority of contest participants receiving a “no place”
ranking, math contest may send and reinforce a fixed mindset, and eventually
discourage youths from further engaging in mathematics. Contests rarely provide appropriate level of cognitive demand to a broad range of students. On
the other hand, by engaging students in explorations of open-ended problems
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Figure 3. A typical Math Circle setting
in a non-competitive learning environment, and by allowing students to work
at their own pace, math circles are more likely to offer a personally rewarding mathematical experience for a large and diverse audience [17]. Quoting a
student from the UCI Math Circle:
“I have been a part of almost all competition math opportunities
in my area. Despite this, the UCI Math Circle continues to be
my favorite class, and I look forward to attending every week. As
someone who works best in a collaborative work environment free
from time pressure, the UCI Math Circle is the only main class
that allows me to truly work at my maximum efficiency in an environment in which I can thrive.”

Figure 4. UCIMC: A collaborative work environment
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The Julia Robinson Math Festival

The Julia Robinson Math Festival (JRMF) is a national organization that seeks
to inspire joy in mathematics through collaboration, exploration, and discovery
[12]. The mission of JRMF is to develop a high quality, accessible and rich
mathematics curriculum, and to support educators in the organization of local
community events (called “festivals”) to celebrate the joy of mathematics. At
a JRMF festival, students and educators play with mathematics. This was the
original intent of Nancy Blachman, founder of JRMF:
“I founded the Julia Robinson Mathematics Festival so that others
could have fun exploring mathematics, as I did when I was in junior
high and high school.”
Originally hosted by the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (with
the first festival held at Google’s headquarters in 2007), the JRMF was part of
the American Institute of Mathematics from 2013 to 2020 and is now supported
by the Social and Environmental Entrepreneurs (SEE). Prior to the COVID19 pandemic, the mathematical festivals were offered in person. Mathematical
games and puzzles were set up on tables, to incite interest and curiosity. Students and educators in the audience moved around tables, and stopped to
engage with any activity that captivated their attention. Every table had a
facilitator, in charge of welcoming the visitors and encouraging them to explore
the mathematical tasks provided at the table. These Julia Robinson Math Festivals occurred at many sites around the country each year, and presented a
buffet of facilitated tabletop math activities carefully chosen for their power to
engage a broad audience [28]. As of December 2019, JRMF had hosted nearly
500 events in 26 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 16 foreign
countries.
When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, in March 2020, JRMF completely restructured its program offering, to allow its audience to experience - online the same discovery-based, collaborative and joyful atmosphere that characterized the in-person mathematics festivals. Within a month of the start of the
lockdown in the United States, JRMF started to offer weekly (virtual) sessions of facilitated mathematical explorations, through a webinar series open
to all math enthusiasts. Round tables and manipulatives were replaced by
Zoom breakout rooms and digital apps, but the JRMF spirit of creative and
collaborative problem-solving persisted. Students and educators explored the
activities together, in Zoom breakout rooms of 10-15 people, with the help of
a digital app and a trained facilitator. To reach a broader audience, JRMF
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translated a lot of their curriculum into Spanish, and started to offer its webinars in both English and Spanish. In November 2020, JRMF launched its
Webinars on Request initiative, allowing teachers and other educators to host
virtual mathematics festivals for their community, led by JRMF facilitators
[15]. By moving to a virtual environment, JRMF had the opportunity to reach
a whole new audience. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, JRMF engaged
students and educators in Argentina, Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, Panama,
Venezuela, Peru, Chile, Spain, Uruguay, Honduras, Costa Rica, Saudi Arabia,
India, Israel, Ghana, Turkey and Russia [16].
The secret of JRMF’s success is its ability to offer students advanced and
thought-provoking mathematics in a social and cooperative atmosphere. The
goal of a Julia Robinson Math Festival, whether in-person or online, is to
engage students in a process of discovery of mathematics. The emphasis is
on the thought process, rather than on the mathematical content itself, and
success is measured by the level of mathematical curiosity that is instilled in the
participants and by the depth of their insights, rather than by the number of
problems solved during a meeting or by the amount of time taken to complete
the activities. Crucial to the success of JRMF is the design of low-floor, highceiling and open-ended mathematical investigations, that have multiple entry
points and allow students to discover patterns and make their own conjectures
(c.f. [13]). The JRMF curriculum opens doors to higher mathematics for K-12
students — doors that are not at the top of the staircase, but right at street level.
The role of the facilitators is not to provide suggestions or answers to students,
but rather to elicit their thinking by asking questions and to keep their minds
moving, without directing their thoughts in any particular direction [19]. For
a sample of JRMF curriculum, see Appendix A.

3

History and evolution of the UCI Math Circle

Located in Orange County, CA and housed at the University of California,
Irvine, the UCI Math Circle has been offering enrichment for mathematically
inclined youth since its inception in 2012. Orange County stands out in Southern California for its economic prosperity (the median household income is
close to $90K, compared to $79K, $68K, $67K and $64K in the nearby counties of San Diego, Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino, respectively)
and for its level of education (about 41% of the residents (age 25+) hold a
college degree, compared to an educational attainment rate of 32.5%, 38.4%,
21.4% and 22.3% in the nearby counties of San Diego, Los Angeles, Riverside
and San Bernardino, respectively) [18]. With its median household income of
$105K and its educational attainment rate of 68.9%, the city of Irvine is one of
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the richest and most educated in Orange County [23]. Not surprisingly, out-ofschool math enrichment opportunities for youths abound, but most programs
are for-profit and are aimed at preparing students for math competitions or
SAT/ACT testing. The UCI Math Circle is a notable exception.
The UCI Math Circle (UCIMC) was launched in 2012 by the first author
with guidance from UCI Professor Jitomirskaya and with the help of Professor
Merryfield of California State University, Long Beach. At the time, Dr. Merryfield was running a very successful program to train mathematically gifted
youth for the national American Regions Mathematics League (ARML) competition. UCIMC targeted high school students in the Irvine-area with an
Algebra 2 background, many of whom were recruited from Dr. Merryfield’s
ARML classes, and offered parallel enrichment sessions aimed at developing
students’ mathematical skills and problem solving, while also boosting their
ability to clearly explain their proofs and reasoning. Instead of training students on all aspects of ARML competition, UCIMC focused exclusively on
the “Power Round”, the cooperative team round of ARML, which is entirely
proof-based (see Appendix B for a sample). A typical Power Round consists of
10 related questions, all requiring explanations and proofs; topics are unusual,
unique, or invented, so students are forced to deal with complex new mathematical ideas. During the free UCIMC sessions, students worked in groups
on ARML Power Round problems sets, with the assistance of UCI graduate
students. The inaugural year was very successful; the students scored well at
the ARML and enough UCI graduate students and faculty had demonstrated
interest in UCIMC to justify expanding the program’s offerings.
Starting from the 2013-2014 academic school year, UCIMC expanded its
program and started to offer two levels of instruction. We began with offering sessions for middle school and high school students on alternating weeks,
but we soon realized that this distinction by school-grade was fictitious and
did not necessarily reflect the difference in math preparation. The most talented middle school participants were so curious and “hungry” for advanced
mathematics, that they started to (also) attend the sessions for high school
students, often shadowing (and somehow intimidating) their older peers. As
a result, we decided to separate the sessions by mathematical level (roughly,
Level I for elementary and middle school students who had not taken Algebra
2, and Level II for middle school and high school students who had already
completed Algebra 2). The two sessions met simultaneously, once a week, to
allow for distinct audiences. Each week a graduate student or faculty volunteer
designed and led a lesson for one of the math circles. The lesson topics were
left up to the volunteer’s discretion and rarely did they focus on competition
preparation. While some of the lessons were inspired by materials found on
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the NAMC1 library or shared by other Math Circle leaders, many lessons were
program-created.
For the Level I Math Circle, manipulatives were often used to help students
test their mathematical observations. For example, a Level I Math Circle
lesson led by the second author of the paper and modeled after a lesson by
T. Davis and J. Zucker (see [7]), began with the students playing “The Chip
Game” on their own. The students were given a pile of chips, along with the
following directions:
A player has a pile of chips. On the first turn, the player divides
the chips into two smaller piles, each of which contains at least one
chip. The player records a score which is equal to the product of
the number of chips in each pile. On every subsequent turn, the
player picks a pile and divides it into two smaller piles with at least
one chip in each pile. The new score is the sum of the old score
and the product of the number of chips in the two newly-created
piles. Gameplay repeats until all piles only have one chip.
After a few rounds, the students compared their final scores, and they were
surprised to find that any two rounds with the same number of starting chips
resulted in the same final score. The rest of the activity introduced principles
of recursion and helped students explain their observations, and frame their
intuition in mathematical terms.
Other interesting Level I lessons created by the first author in collaboration
with UCI graduate students used inflatable beach balls to explore spherical
geometry, magnetic tiles to learn about symplicial complexes and play-dough
to investigate homotopy equivalence. The choice of topics was ambitious, but
the use of manipulatives made the lessons more accessible.
1

National Association of Math Circles
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Figure 5. Level I Math Circle
While the Level I Math Circle instructors were often confident that they
could ask questions that all students would find challenging, designing the
Level II curriculum was more involved. Indeed, Level II Math Circle instructors had to design a lesson that was beneficial to both students taking algebra
as well as math competition veterans who had already mastered single-variable
calculus. These most advanced students would have benefited from a Level
III Math Circle, if one had been offered to those who had completed calculus.
However, since our volunteers are not financially compensated, we were never
able to find enough instructors to operate a third level.
To accommodate all levels of preparedness in the Level II Math Circle,
instructors had to select mathematical topics that allowed for questions of a
wide range of difficulty.

Figure 6. Level II Math Circle
For example, in 2018, when the second author of this paper designed a
worksheet on complex numbers, he started by motivating complex numbers as
roots of polynomials. He first asked to identify the (two complex) roots of the
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polynomial 2x2 + 5x + 9. The worksheet became progressively harder, and the
final question asked the students to prove Lagrange’s identity
n
X
j=1

zj wj

2

=

n
X
j=1

2

|zj |

n
X
j=1

|wj |2 −

X

|zj w̄k − w̄j zk |2 ,

z, w ∈ C.

1≤j<k≤n

In the author’s opinion, this final question would have been too difficult for
most math majors at UCI. However, the worksheet was appropriate for the
math circle students. Everyone was challenged by something in the worksheet,
and one student reached the final question.
Preparing students for math competitions was never the true focus of the
UCI Math Circle. While in its first year, UCIMC utilized proof-based questions
from the ARML Power Round, the curriculum soon deviated from contests.
Most sessions were led by UCI math graduate students, who were given a choice
to utilize materials shared online by other Math Circles or to design their own
lesson. Most chose the latter, and were advised to select their favorite piece of
mathematics and find a creative way to introduce it to advanced, mathematically curious young scholars, through an inquiry-based collaborative approach.
Graduate students were not bound to choose topics from the middle school or
high school curriculum; on the contrary, they were encouraged to design explorations of topics from undergraduate or even graduate mathematics courses
(e.g., topology, graph theory, combinatorics, group theory, complex analysis).
Worksheets were designed to build intuition, and to scaffold the material to
allow a process of discovery. An example of a worksheet problem illustrating
group theory is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Using mandalas to explore groups of symmetries
While the UCIMC curriculum was no longer tied to math contests, the program continued to offer and proctor a number of mathematics competitions
for interested students, per participants’ request, along with some occasional,
supplemental training sessions run by UCIMC high school alumni. For exam75
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ple, in the past year, UCIMC has hosted the Tournament of the Towns (ToT),
the Formula of Unity Olympiad, and American Math Competitions including
the AMC 8, AMC 10, AMC 12, AIME, and USA(J)MO. The last two contests,
AIME and USA(J)MO, are by invitation only; qualification is determined by
previous AMC contest scores. A breakdown of the number of UCIMC participants, average score and highest score in the 2020-2021 AMC contests is
provided in Table 1. Several UCIMC students participated in the ToT competition (9 O-level participants and 5 A-level participants in the Spring ToT, and
14 O-level participants and 12 A-level participants in the Fall ToT), but we
are still waiting for scoring information from the ToT organizers. We also lack
information regarding the Formula of Unity Olympiad because after local administrators register and express interest in participation, students self-submit
solutions and are contacted directly by the competition organizers about their
scores.
Table 1
(Optional) participation of UCIMC students in AMC contests
Contest
Number of participants Average score Highest score
AMC 8
30
13.9
23
AMC 10
14
78.6
126
AMC 12
10
78.8
126
AIME
7
114.4
126
USA(J)MO
2
10.5
17
Although dividing UCIMC into two levels was the best approach for us,
several challenges remained. Since the Level II Math Circle students had
very diverse mathematical backgrounds, students wishing to transition from
Level I to Level II were often discouraged because they could not keep up
with their more advanced colleagues. A second challenge was the lack of
comraderie between the students and the instructors. Since it took a long time
to design a math circle lesson, instructors would volunteer once or at most twice
a quarter. Consequently, students and instructors never got to know each other
and never bonded. Finally, since the Level II Math Circle instructors mostly
did not actively lead a classroom-wide mathematical discussion, but rather
let the students work on a worksheet at their own pace, discussions among
the students often devolved to off-topic conversations. The three authors of
this paper all observed that the boys often dominated these conversations and
were much louder than the girls. We hypothesized that the boy-dominated
atmosphere led to a decrease in the proportion of female participation from
the Level I Math Circle to the Level II.
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In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic caused UCI to indefinitely postpone the UCI Math Circle. In the summer of 2020, inspired by the innovative
online offering of the Julia Robinson Math Festival, the three authors of this
paper redesigned the UCI Math Circle for an online format for the 2020-2021
academic school year.

4
4.1

Moving online: the 2020-21 UCI Math Circle
“Nuts and bolts” of running a virtual math circle

In the summer of 2020, the authors decided to relaunch the UCI Math Circle in
a virtual format for the 2020-2021 school year. Throughout the year, UCIMC
ran a total of 24 meetings, roughly 8 per academic quarter. All meetings were
offered virtually, on Zoom.
As in the past, students filled out online registration forms (that included a
DocuSign media consent form for their parents to sign) indicating their desire
to participate in UCIMC. These forms were sent out to UCIMC’s mailing
list prior to the start of the 2020-2021 academic year, and provided a way
of reaching out to students who were already familiar with the program. By
the summer of 2020, UCIMC had seen many years of in-person meetings and
already had a robust mailing list.
Students wanting to join for the first time, or perhaps later in the year,
could find all of the registration forms on the UCIMC website, and were welcome to join any meeting at any point throughout the year. New students
found out about UCIMC through a combination of word-of-mouth (including
parents of participants promoting UCIMC on their social media accounts) and
internet searches for local math circles.
No fee was required for participating in the UCIMC, but a nominal donation was suggested at registration. Once students had registered, they were
provided with the Zoom link to a password-protected meeting. Additionally,
every meeting was supervised by a UCI faculty member. UCI graduate and
undergraduate students served as program mentors, leading the activities in
breakout rooms and facilitating student interactions.
Each Monday evening throughout the academic year, mentors and students
would meet via Zoom to participate in the weekly math circle meeting. The
actual Zoom call was set up so that students were initially put in a waiting
room, while the mentors and UCIMC coordinators were able to immediately
join the meeting. The purpose of this system was to allow the mentors an
opportunity to check-in with the UCIMC coordinators and resolve any tech-
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nological issues that may be present. In particular, there was always a UCIMC
coordinator assigned to a tech support role for the week’s meeting.
While the students were still in the waiting room, tech support would
make sure all of the mentors were ready to go with Zoom; such responsibilities
included making sure that all of the mentors were cohosts (thus able to share
their screens – a privilege not granted to participating students for security
purposes), and double checking that all mentors had access to the materials
they would need for the meeting. Once all mentors had confirmed that they
were ready, tech support would begin to let students in from the waiting room.
After the students had entered the meeting, tech support would organize
the breakout rooms where the students would gather for the majority of the
meeting. Depending on how many mentors were present, roughly seven breakout rooms were created as shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2
Typical breakout room setting
Mathematical level Number
Grades 3-5
Grades 6-8
Grades 6-8
Grades 6-8
Grades 6-8
Grades 9-12
Grades 9-12

of mentors
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

Average number of students
10
9
9
9
9
6
6

An important aspect of the online setting of UCIMC was giving students the
ability to choose what breakout room they would join. This autonomy gave
students the freedom to select the level and mentor that they felt most comfortable with. When asked to describe what aspects of UCIMC were enjoyable,
one student responded
“I loved the teachers and they way they taught. I am in 7th grade
but I was doing the 9-12th grade section because I love math.”
Instead of students needing to advocate to be placed in a more advanced
room, they could determine that for themselves. As the student quoted above
mentioned, this system allowed them to pursue their love of math and to
engage in the activities at a level as difficult as they wanted – arguably, they
were able to get more out of the experience because they had a say in who
they would work with and in the mathematical maturity of the conversations
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they would be having. Further, friends or siblings wanting to work together
were easily accommodated with this system.
4.2

Program participants

While no formal attendance was taken, the Zoom information from each meeting could be used to get a rough estimate of how many students and mentors
attended the weekly meetings. Every Zoom meeting generates a CSV file that
contains the names of all participants and also records any changes to display names. Duplicate names (due to participants rejoining the meeting or
changing their display names), as well as any non-student or mentor participants (e.g., parents), were removed from the files used to estimate attendance
records. We could similarly estimate the distribution of genders among participants by examining the Zoom data. Students with gender-neutral names
or using screen names, as recorded in the Zoom log, were marked as having
unknown gender. Finally, it is worth noting that the gender distribution does
not capture non-binary students. While none of our surveyed students identified as non-binary, it is entirely possible such students exist within the body
of UCIMC participants.
Table 3 and Figure 8 show the total number of mentors and students who
participated in UCIMC per quarter, as well as the attendance breakdown for
each meeting held during the 2020-2021 academic year, while Figure 9 shows
the gender distribution of each meeting.
Table 3
Total number of mentors and students attending UCIMC in
academic year (per quarter)
Academic Quarter # of Meetings # of Mentors # of
Fall 2020
9
8
Winter 2021
7
13
Spring 2021
8
14

the 2020-2021
Students
130
109
116

UCIMC was extremely well-received and well-attended. The online UCIMC
had higher attendance rates than the in-person UCIMC, and moreover, for
the in-person UCIMC, attendance usually dropped drastically from quarter to
quarter. However, this year our attendance remained rather stable from the
fall quarter to the winter quarter, and actually grew from the winter quarter
to the spring quarter as our program spread by word-of-mouth among parents.
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Figure 8. UCIMC attendance in 2020-2021
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Figure 9. UCIMC student attendance by gender in 2020-2021
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While all of the students attending the in-person UCIMC were from the
greater Irvine area, the online iteration of UCIMC in the 2020-2021 academic
year placed no restriction on the geographic location of its participants. As a
result, with the online format, our geographical reach expanded drastically.
A program survey asked 44 UCIMC student to report what city they live
in. While twenty students were local (from Irvine, CA), the remaining 24 students lived in other cities all over Southern California (from as far south as San
Diego to as far north Ventura) or in further places such as New York City, Las
Vegas, and even West Vancouver in British Columbia, Canada. The main goal
of UCIMC is to “enhance appreciation of mathematics, and teach interesting
mathematics not covered in a typical school curriculum” to all interested students [24]. The online format helped us better achieve this objective, and in
particular, we were able to serve students who did not have free math enrichment in their local communities. Figures 10 and 11 show the geographical
distribution of the 44 students polled.

Figure 10. Distribution of students in California (among the 44 polled)
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Figure 11. Geographic distribution of students (among the 44 polled)
4.3

Curriculum and mentor training

Transitioning to a virtual format required UCIMC to rethink its curriculum.
It would be hard to continue to use manipulatives as we did with the Level
I Math Circle, and it would be very difficult to engage students with worksheets as we had often done with the Level II Math Circle. Moreover, a math
circle virtual activity should ideally not require the participants to use pen
and paper because it would be very difficult for a UCIMC instructor to check
student work through Zoom, and offer insights. For a virtual math circle to
be truly successful, any activity would be accompanied by a digital application. However, requiring math circle leaders to design a digital application by
themselves each week would not be feasible, and would probably result in no
graduate student or faculty member volunteering to lead a math circle session.
The authors had been very impressed with the Julia Robinson Math Festival’s
online curriculum, so we asked and received permission from Skona Brittain
[5] of JRMF to use their digital applications and slides for our own math circle
sessions.
One of our favorite digital applications designed by JRMF in 2021 that we
used in our own math circle meetings was the “Penguin Island” activity. This
digital card/tile game is illustrated in Figure 12 below.
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Figure 12. Directions for the “Penguin Island” Activity
The player has a bag with three different tiles with either a penguin or a
human on each side. Each game has ten turns. On each turn, one of the tiles
is selected at random, with equal probability of each tile appearing, and only
one side is shown. The player has the option of either flipping the tile or not.
At the end of the ten turns, if more humans than penguins have appeared,
then the player wins. Otherwise, the player loses.
The JRMF slides, which accompany the digital app, ask students to investigate the best strategy for beating the game. Several options are suggested
such as flipping every tile, flipping no tiles, or flipping every tile where a penguin appears on the front side. The question is not simple, and most likely
too hard for students to answer right away. To further aid their explorations,
the digital application allows students to modify the rules of the game. For
example, they can change the probability that a given tile appears, or they
can introduce new tiles such as the ones shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Introducing new tiles in the “Penguin Island” activity
The best way to engage students with an activity such as “Penguin Island” is to have students explore the app in small groups under the guidance
of an instructor who is knowledgeable about the activity and trained in how to
guide students without giving away the answers. The three authors of the paper recruited volunteers from the UCI math faculty and graduate students, as
well as undergraduate students with teaching experience, to serve as UCIMC
mentors and supervise UCIMC participants in small breakout rooms. All volunteers were asked to commit to attending every session during the quarter
that they volunteered, so that the students could get to know them. The
second and third authors served as UCIMC coordinators for the 2020-2021
academic year. They organized and led each math circle session, but possibly
their most important contribution was to train the mentors on both the upcoming mathematical activity and on how to properly work with the UCIMC
participants.
Each week, the UCIMC coordinators met for two hours to select and study
a JRMF activity. Both coordinators were math Ph.D. students; together,
they explored the mathematics behind the chosen activity and they designed
questions and discussion topics that UCIMC participants would enjoy, which
were then compiled into a “cheat sheet” and shared with the mentors. Each
Friday, the UCIMC coordinators met with the mentors for a one-hour long
“mentor training” session to prepare them for the upcoming Monday’s UCIMC
meeting. (See Section 5.1 for a detailed description of a typical mentor training
session.)
4.4

Structure of meetings

Getting started and warm-up activities (5 minutes)
While one of the two UCIMC coordinators played the role of tech support
during a session, the other was assigned to be the leader of the week’s math
circle meeting. (The two UCIMC coordinators switched roles each week.)
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As students entered from the waiting room, the leader would welcome all of
the students and share the screen to present the week’s introductory slides.
The introductory slides would usually start with a warm-up question or an
interesting piece of math trivia, often closely related to the week’s activity, and
served as a tool to introduce students to famous examples and problems such as
Hilbert’s Hotel, the Birthday Problem, and the Seven Bridges of Königsberg.
After students had settled in from the waiting room, the leader would ask for a
student volunteer to read the first slide. At this point, multiple students would
have ideas or comments about the content of the slide, and would express their
ideas in a variety of ways. Many students would unmute their microphones
and start a discussion about the problem, while others would use the chat
feature to write down their ideas. The annotation feature was also enabled for
the Zoom call, so students were free to write out calculations and diagrams as
part of their explanations.
The introductory problem portion of the meeting would last between 5 and
10 minutes, and was a way for all participants, regardless of age or level, to
interact with each other before later joining smaller breakout rooms. As noted
above, previous iterations of UCIMC had students broken into two groups
(Level I and Level II) that did not interact with each other. The ability for
students of all ages and mathematical levels to interact with each other during
the introduction was a simple, yet important, method to build camaraderie
among all UCIMC participants. Once the introductory problem had been
discussed, the leader would briefly show a solution to the problem and then
move on to the reports portion of the introduction.
Challenge question from last week (5 minutes)
At the end of the previous meeting, a challenge question would have been
presented to the participants (and later emailed to all students registered with
UCIMC). Students would have been encouraged to spend the week thinking
about the challenge question and to send the coordinators an email once they
had a solution.
The reports portion of introductory slides would open with a section dedicated to reminding students of the previous week’s challenge problem, followed
by a slide for every solution that had been sent in that week. The slides containing the solutions would credit each student by name. Instead of presenting
the solution slides directly, during the meeting the leader would ask each student who had submitted a solution to briefly explain his or her answer (see
Figure 14). The solutions were not screened for correctness or completion,
giving every student who wanted to share a solution the ability to do so. In
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turn, this helped to create a comfortable and casual environment where students felt free to present their ideas. Additionally, challenge questions were
quite open ended – allowing students to share as little or as much as they
wanted. After a student finished explaining a solution, it was not uncommon
for another student to jump in and start a conversation about the argument
that was presented. Most disagreements around a solution were resolved in
this way, thus encouraging engagement with a problem instead of being told
flatly that something was right or wrong. After all of the solutions had been
presented, the leader of the week’s math circle would ask tech support to open
the breakout rooms and the main activity would begin.

Figure 14. Students share their solution to the challenge problem
The main activity (45 minutes)
Once the mentors and students had joined their breakout rooms, the mentors
would share their screen and introduce the main activity for the day using
slides prepared by JRMF. It is important to underscore the fact that despite
the breakout rooms being separated according to grade level, the actual activity for the day would be the same for everyone. Mentors working with younger
students would spend more time going over the basics of the activity and asking the easier questions on the mentors’ cheat sheet, while mentors working
with the more advanced students had the liberty to discuss the activity in
more depth and connect it to other mathematical concepts the students had
seen.
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Once the mentors had introduced the activity, they would then share their
screen to present the digital application corresponding to the activity. The
mentors would then ask the participating students how they wanted to engage
with the digital application. If the application was a game, oftentimes two
students would volunteer to play against each other, telling the mentor what
their respective moves were. In the case of puzzles or non-competitive applications, the students would work together and have the mentor try out various
ideas and conjectures. Students that were shy and perhaps wary to use their
microphone had the opportunity to annotate the screen with their ideas, or
use the chat to collaborate with their peers. Additionally, students had the
option to volunteer as a “scribe” for the day, and record the observations and
discoveries of their breakout room using the Zoom annotation feature.
Each breakout room would work through the activity and the questions on
the cheat sheet the mentor had been given during the mentor training session—
at its own pace. Mentors were encouraged to use the cheat sheet questions as
a rough guide for the meeting, and there was ample room for divergence from
the script. The cheat sheet questions provided a structure to the meeting and
gave mentors a way to move the conversation should it stall, but the main
focus was always on fostering the curiosity of the students and getting them
to form their own mathematical questions about the activity at hand.
The UCIMC coordinator leading the session would always be assigned to
one of the high school breakout rooms to act as a mentor, while tech support
would spend the activity portion of the meeting making sure everything was
going smoothly. If no issues were present, tech support would rotate throughout the breakout rooms to observe how the meeting’s activity was running,
and provide assistance to the mentors as needed. Tech support would also
monitor the waiting room and help any late-joining students get started in a
breakout room. After about 45 minutes had passed in the breakout rooms,
tech support would give a 60 second warning that the breakout rooms were
going to be closed.
Closing remarks and the challenge question (5 minutes)
Once mentors and students had gathered in the main meeting room, the leader
would ask students to share something interesting that they had learned or
discovered during the activity. This provided yet another opportunity for
discussion amongst students across all grade levels. Oftentimes, a younger
student would point out an observation made in his or her breakout room and
an older student would excitedly jump in to share that his or her breakout
room had been able to prove the same observation. For many students, the
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ability to present and discuss their own ideas was key to UCIMC being a
rewarding experience. When asked to reflect on an enjoyable part of UCIMC,
some students responded:
“I really like being able to talk to people about my different ideas
about the different math problems we do.”
“There are so many peers here to discuss math problems.”
“I enjoy collaborating with my peers! ”
During the last few minutes of each meeting, the leader would share a screen
displaying the challenge question of the week. This question was always based
on the activity of the day, and usually would involve further investigations
using the digital application. Students were encouraged to spend the week
thinking about the problem, and to email in a solution that they would like to
share during next week’s meeting. The challenge question would also be sent
out in an email, so that the students could refer back to it at any time. After
sharing the challenge question, the leader would dismiss the students for the
week. The meeting concluded with mentors saying bye-bye to the students,
and inviting them to come back the following week.

5
5.1

Samples of mathematical discussion at UCIMC
Mentor training session

Each Friday, the UCIMC coordinators met on Zoom with the mentors for a one
hour “mentor training” session. During this meeting, the mentors would see
the upcoming Monday’s activity for the first time and would investigate the
mathematical activity under the guidance of one of the UCIMC coordinators.
At the start of the coaching session, the coordinator would share the screen
and maintain control of the digital application.
The training session would begin with the coordinator asking for a volunteer to read out loud the directions for the digital application and occasionally
posing an introductory question designed to help the group learn the rules of
the game. While playing the game, the coordinator would ask mentors to share
observations about the activity, think of questions that someone exploring the
game might ask, formulate any hypotheses about the game and brainstorm
how those hypotheses could be tested. At this point, the coordinator would
no longer have complete control over the discussion in the training, but there
would often be significant overlap between the current conversation and what
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the coordinator had previously learned while studying the activity. The coordinator would use his or her previous knowledge and this overlap to steer the
mentors to the most interesting aspects of the activity.
For an example, consider again the “Penguin Island” activity, which was
described in Section 4.3. During a practice game in the mentor training session
on Friday, April 9th, 2021 the coordinator asked the mentors to decide whether
they would recommend to flip each tile and, to further promote dialogue and
make the discussion more open-ended, he also asked the mentors to try to
think of scenarios when it would be optimal to flip a tile. At one point, after
seeing a penguin on the front side of a tile, one of the mentors observed that
there was a 1/2 probability of the reverse side showing a penguin. Therefore,
he concluded it did not matter whether the tile was flipped. The coordinator
knew from previously studying the activity that this was incorrect, but of
course he did not stop the exploration. Since either side of the tile could be
shown first, there was in fact a 2/3 probability that a penguin would appear
on the reverse side of the tile. In order to lead the mentors on a fruitful
mathematical discussion, the coordinator suggested
“Let’s test the observation that there is a 1/2 probability that a
penguin is on the opposite side of the tile.”
The mentors and the coordinator discussed how they could test the observation
using the digital application. Ultimately, they decided to play the game several
times and to always flip a tile with a penguin, recording the number of instances
a tile with a penguin appeared on the first side and - among those instances,
how many times there was a penguin on the opposite side, see Figure 15.
Up to this point, the mentor training could have resembled the interactions
between a mentor and students during an actual math circle. The coordinator
had asked for volunteers to read the directions of the game, mentors had
made observations, and the coordinator had guided the mentors to test the
observation that he, but not the mentors, knew would be the most interesting
mathematically. Although some mentors chose to spend some additional time
preparing for the activity, the UCIMC mentors were only required to study
the activity for one hour, during mentor training session, prior to leading the
UCIMC students in a breakout room during the math circle. Furthermore,
the majority of the mentors had no experience working with K-12 grade-level
students in a math enrichment program. Thus, the mentors drew heavily from
the UCIMC coordinators example in the mentor training sessions when leading
their own breakout rooms during the math circle. Since one of the goals of
the UCIMC program is to develop our student’s observational skills and their
hypothesis making and testing skills, it was important for the coordinators to
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Figure 15. Screenshot of mentor annotations during a mentor training session.
The annotations on the left hand side record whether a penguin appears on
the back of a tile, given one appeared on the front of the tile.
guide the mentors in a way that would develop these skills in the mentors,
while also showing mentors how to develop these skills in their students.
After the mentors and coordinator started testing whether the conditional
probability was 1/2, the mentors started doubting their assumption. Shortly
afterwards they proved that the probability was indeed 2/3, see Figure 16.
Although we would not expect the UCIMC students, especially the younger
ones, to come up with a rigorous proof, engaging mentors in generating the
proof was useful because it deepened their understanding of the activity.
Since there are many scenarios for how a possible math circle session may
unfold, it was also necessary during the mentor training session for the coordinators to interject with comments about the activity that the mentors themselves would not make in front of the students. For example, since the training
session was only one hour, we would often point out among the questions and
hypotheses the mentor’s wanted to explore, which ones were the best to pursue. The coordinators would also pause to explain hidden features with the
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Figure 16. The annotations on the right hand side show the mentors’ proof
that the conditional probability is 2/3.
digital application and suggest ways mentors might modify their approaches
based on the age level of the students they worked with.
The last five minutes of the mentor training session would be devoted to
sharing a document, called a “cheat sheet,” that the coordinators had prepared
to help the mentors. The document contained questions the mentors could ask
the students during the math circle, and their answers. Since the coordinators
always did a good job steering the conversation during the training session, the
mentors had already answered most of the questions during the training. The
questions that had not been addressed in the training would be read at the
end of the session and the answers shown. One page of the “Penguin Island”
cheat sheet is shown in Appendix D. Sample questions include:
One strategy is to always flip the card. Use this strategy to play
a few games, and have your group decide whether or not this is a
good strategy. Have someone annotate to keep track of how many
games you won/lost using this strategy.
Given n tiles and any strategy, what is an upper bound for the
sum of humans and penguins you may have on the island?
If you change the weights of the three possible tiles, using tree
diagrams, how would you compute the probability of winning if we
flip when we see a penguin and do nothing otherwise?
The following Monday, we held the UCIMC meeting with all of our students.
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Math circle session with students

The focus of the UCIMC meeting on Monday, April 12th, 2021 was JRMF’s
Penguin Island activity, described in Section 4.3.
Warm-up questions (5 minutes)
As students filtered into the meeting from the waiting room, they were shown
a slide with the following warm-up question (which initially appeared as a
problem in the 2015 Singapore and Asian Schools Math Olympiad contests
[26]):
Cheryl’s birthday is one of the 10 dates listed in the table below.
She tells Albert the month and Bernard the day of her birthday.
Albert and Bernard say:
Albert: I do not know when Cheryl’s birthday is, but I know that
Bernard doesn’t know either.
Bernard: At first I did not know when Cheryl’s birthday is, but now I
know.
Albert: Now I know when Cheryl’s birthday is, too.
May
15 16
June
July
14
16
August 14 15

19
17 18
17

So, when is Cheryl’s birthday?
Within a few minutes, multiple students had solutions they were willing to
share. One student volunteered to describe how he had (correctly) gotten that
Cheryl’s birthday must be on July 16th. He read each piece of information in
the problem, and used the Zoom annotation feature to successively cross out
impossible birth dates in the above table.
Challenge question from last week (5 minutes)
After the students were satisfied with the solution of the birthday problem,
the discussion moved on to the challenge question from the previous week.
The question was based on the JRMF activity “Colored Loops” (pictured in
Appendix C), which requires students to place colors and numbers following
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a set of rules on a ring of arrows. A given ring of arrows would have some
colors and numbers already assigned – these were called the starting colors
and numbers.
The challenge question was shown at the end of the previous math circle
meeting and also sent by email:
Dear all,
Here is the math circle challenge from yesterday’s Math Circle:
Create a ring with exactly 3 starting numbers that has more than
one solution. Try to make your ring have as few arrows as possible. Send us an email showing your solution, and explain how you
created your ring.
Link to the digital app:
https://www.jrmf.org/digitalapps/colored-loops
Please submit your solutions by email prior to the next meeting.
Best wishes
UCI Math Circle
A total of 5 students sent in solutions during the week, and all 5 of these
solutions were featured in the meeting’s introductory slides. A collage of their
solutions is shown in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17. Collage of student solutions to the Colored Loops challenge question
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All 5 students were given the opportunity to share how they arrived at
their solutions, what they discovered throughout the process, and any neat
observations they had made. After they had presented their solutions, tech
support opened the breakout rooms and the main activity started.
The main activity (45 minutes)
Once in breakout rooms, the students and mentors turned their attention to
the Penguin Island activity. After introducing the activity to her breakout
room, one mentor used the “simulate” feature of the application to quickly
show the result of playing 1000 tiles using the strategy of always flipping
penguins and never flipping humans (see Figure 18 below). This mentor’s
Grades 6-8 breakout room aimed to have more penguins than humans at the
end of a game.
According to the mentor, in her breakout room,
“...the students were really excited when we did the simulation, they
liked being able to see a large result without having to flip the card
each time...they also seemed to enjoy picking a set-up, making a
prediction, and then running a simulation to see if they were right.
They got excited like they were playing some game (it was quite
lively).”

Figure 18. Penguin Island 1000 tiles simulation
Below are some of the observations students in this breakout room made
during the activity:
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• When the rule is “always flip”, having an extra penguin/human tile does
not have a significant impact on the outcome of the simulation.
• When playing with 10 tiles and 1 of each tile, the strategy “always flip
for penguin, never for human” is the best. The simulation supports this
theory.
• When there are 2 penguin/human tiles and the strategy “always flip for
penguin, never for human” is used, the outcome is much more even –
with humans sometimes outnumbering penguins!
After the breakout room had made the (perhaps surprising) last observation, one student pointed out that
“since we never flip for the human, we are now missing out on
more opportunities for penguins since there are two cards that have
a human on the front and a penguin on the back.”
The same excitement and curiosity surrounding Penguin Island was found
throughout all breakout rooms, and when back in the main meeting, students
were jumping at the chance to share the best strategies their groups had found.
The challenge question and feedback for the Penguin Island Activity
Before being dismissed for the day, students were given the following challenge
question to think about throughout the week:
Suppose we have a tile limit of 2 and use all 7 different kinds of
tiles. If you use the strategy of flipping every tile, what is the
probability that you will win?
A total of 8 students sent in solutions to the challenge question the following
week, all using different approaches. One surveyed student, when asked to
leave a comment for the UCIMC mentors, responded:
“Thank you for running this class. I especially liked the penguin
island game and challenge question. I love probability.”
Further, one mentor, when asked to think of ways UCIMC could better
encourage female participation and retention, made the observation that
“many problems that involves real things, like the penguin island
activity, get a lot more involvement from participants than problem[s] where we have to [deal] with abstract things, such as just
putting number[s] on a certain shape.”
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When asked to describe a challenging moment from UCIMC during the year,
another mentor mentioned the discussion of the Monty Hall problem as part
of the training for Penguin Island. When asked to describe a favorite moment
from UCIMC in the 2020-2021 academic year, two mentors responded with
memories from the Penguin Island meetings. They described the joy of seeing
students excited to test a good strategy at Penguin Island (and winning!), and
also after seeing students struggle with a concept that they do not encounter
in their everyday lives, seeing them use it to explore and become interested
areas of math they had not seen before.
The Penguin Island meeting was a great example of a productive and engaging week at UCIMC, and was one of our most popular activities to date.
It is clear that both the activity and the interaction amongst participants left
a strong impression on students and mentors alike.

6

A special UCIMC meeting: Game Day

Nearly all of the UCIMC meetings followed the structure outlined in Section
4.4. The only exceptions were the last meetings of the Winter 2021 and Spring
2021 quarters, which were dedicated to a Game Day instead of the usual
JRMF-based activity. The purpose of Game Day was to end the quarter on a
high-note and contribute to a sense of community amongst the participants –
hopefully encouraging them to return in later quarters.
These meetings would start with the leader displaying an introductory slide
filled with math jokes, in place of the usual warm-up question (see Figure 19).
As in other meetings, a portion of the introduction was reserved for students
to share solutions to the previous week’s challenge question. Once in breakout
rooms, the mentors were encouraged to start with an icebreaker or with a silly
“would you rather” question to set the tone for the rest of the meeting. Similar
to a normal meeting, the mentors were provided with a cheat sheet containing
links to various digital games that the coordinators thought students might
enjoy. However, it was up to the mentors and students in each breakout room
to determine which activities from the cheat sheet that they would like to
pursue.
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Figure 19. Game day introductory slide
The geography game GeoGuessr, the goal of which is to deduce the precise
geographic location of images from Google Street View/Mapillary, was one of
the most popular choices during both quarters. Other possible Game Day activities included digital Pictionary, various fun quizzes (e.g., guessing animals
based on up-close pictures of eyes) on the trivia website Sporcle, and a digital
version of the card game Spyfall.
When asked to describe a favorite UCIMC moment from the 2020-2021
academic year, two mentors responded with a memory from Game Night:
“The Geoguessr week was particularly fun, the students had very
intelligent observations and ideas outside the realm of mathematics.”
“I had a great time with the students on game night of spring quarter. The students interacted more and had fun.”
The ability for mentors and students to interact with each other outside of
a strictly mathematical context was an important component of community
building, and arguably one of the reasons that roughly 59% (26/44) of surveyed
students either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement “I feel as though
I have gotten to know the mentors at the UCI Math Circle”.

7

Student, parent and mentor feedback

Throughout the 2020-2021 academic year, UCIMC sent out a variety of surveys
to students and mentors to gauge various aspects of the program. Additional
feedback was collected through emails to parents of participating students.
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Feedback from students

Towards the end of the 2021 Fall Quarter, UCIMC administered a survey to
participants with the primary intention of understanding how students felt
about the virtual learning environment. A total of 41 students provided feedback, with 78% (32/41) of students reporting that they had attended more
than half of the UCIMC meetings throughout the quarter. About 61% (25/41)
students reported that they either agree, or strongly agree, with the statement
“I feel very comfortable participating in my breakout room”. When asked to
describe what they like about the virtual math circle, student responses could
be loosely broken down into the following categories:
• Variety, uniqueness, and creativity of the activities and the digital applications – problems are fun, and different from what you would find in
a textbook
• Zoom meeting features, including breakout rooms separated by grade
level, and various ways to participate (e.g., chat box)
• Friendliness of the mentors, their detailed explanations, and getting to
know the same mentors a little bit more every week
• Socialization aspects – being able to do math with friends and be surrounded by other people who also love math.
It was evident in the responses that students were craving social interaction
in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. In fact, when asked to describe how
to improve the virtual Math Circle, a common theme was the desire for there
to be even more participation and people in breakout rooms. As described
earlier, in-person UCIMC meetings were typically run by different mentors
every week, and students rarely got the chance to bond with their mentors.
Working with the same mentors every week afforded an important level of
stability in an otherwise turbulent year.
While many survey participants said that they were happy with the structure of virtual UCIMC and could not think of ways to improve it, more advanced students returning from previous years mentioned that they missed
the very challenging problems from the old Level II Math Circle worksheets;
there was also a strong desire among the same demographic to have meetings
dedicated to preparing for math competitions. In response to this feedback,
UCIMC made a few adjustments. Namely, there were a handful of “special sessions” held during the Winter 2021 quarter, where a former UCIMC
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participant-turned-mentor hosted his own breakout room and led problem
solving discussions in preparation for upcoming math competitions. Further,
UCIMC coordinators made an effort in the weekly cheat sheets to include sections and related activities reserved for the more advanced breakout rooms.
One example of this was during the JRMF activity “Grape Codes”, which - to
a younger audience - served as an introduction to binary numbers and counting in different bases. Realizing that these concepts would already be familiar
to the more advanced breakout rooms, the coordinators included instructions
for mentors on how to introduce the representation of signed integers in binary
numbers by using the operation of “two’s complement”.
Towards the end of the 2021 Spring quarter, 44 students participated in
a year-end survey. At the time of the survey, there had been a total of 22
meetings, with 9 meetings in Fall 2020, 7 meetings in Winter 2021, and 6
meetings in Spring 2021. Of the 44 participants, about 39% (17/44) said they
had been attending UCIMC meetings since the fall and 9% (4/44) since the
winter. During the beginning of the Spring 2021 quarter, a parent of one of
our participants had shared information about UCIMC in a Facebook group
for families of gifted children; this helps explains why the rest of the students
surveyed, roughly 52% (23/44), reported joining UCIMC during the spring,
and partially accounts for the diverse geographic locations of our students.
Figure 20 shows the distributions of genders among the 44 polled students.
As stated earlier, a major goal of the online iteration of UCIMC was to
have students move away from questions that have clear-cut answers, and have
them instead form and test their own hypotheses. The success of this objective
is evident in student responses to the prompt “Please tell us something that
you enjoy about the Math Circle activities”. Students wrote that
“[UCIMC] teaches you how to think like a mathematician.”
and
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Figure 20. Gender distribution of the 44 polled students
“Everyone can always participate by sharing a mathematical fact
or formulas to help the class along.”
One student cited the lack of mathematical problems that just focus on numbers as an enjoyable part of the program, while another reported
“I loved how [UCIMC] goes deep into the abstract thinking of math,
and makes us think of different patterns.”
Many students highlighted the variety of the JRMF-based activities as an
enjoyable component of the program, with one student noting
“I like the way that the interactives explain the topic in simpler
terms.”
This confirms the effectiveness of the low-floor, high-ceiling structure of the
JRMF activities. Depicted in Figure 21 is a wordcloud encapsulating students’
descriptions of UCIMC using just three words.
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Figure 21. “Describe the UCI Math Circle using only 3 words”
7.2

Feedback from parents

In addition to student feedback, UCIMC emailed parents of students who
consistently attended meetings and sent in solutions to challenge questions
to understand the impact of UCIMC on their children. The following survey
questions were answered by a total of 7 parents:
• How has the UCI Math Circle stimulated your child’s interest in math?
Do the weekly challenge questions stimulate their interest?
• Would you prefer if the UCI Math Circle returned to in-person instruction or would you prefer if it stayed in its virtual format?
• Do you think the UCI Math Circle has helped your child connect socially
to other children their age?
• Do you have any other feedback about the UCI Math Circle program?
All 7 of the parent responses indicated that they would prefer if UCIMC
remained online in the future, with 6 of the responses indicating inability
to attend the program in-person due to geographic constraints (with some
parents as far away as Vancouver, Canada and New York City), and with the
remaining parent citing how the virtual environment saves time as it does not
require transportation.
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Further, among the 7 parent responses, there was an overwhelmingly positive response to the question of how UCIMC had helped their children connect
socially. Many parents noted that even before the COVID-19 pandemic, their
children had trouble finding other students of the same age who shared the
same passion for math. In the words of some of these parents,
“We love that [UCIMC] brings a playful and social aspect to what
has been a subject of passion for our PG [profoundly gifted] child.
[Student] has felt very isolated from other kids his age in this area
of his life. It is hard to find a ton of kids that love math like he
does—but he has found this here with this great group! ”
“[Student] and [Student] always were interested and fascinated with
math, but in a way they felt lonely in that feeling because they
have not met other kids their age, who share that passion. So
an opportunity to have social interaction focused around math and
led by young people, students, who are also interested in math and
lead them by that example, was simply incredible, exactly what they
needed.”
In response to the first survey question, about how the activities and the
challenge questions at UCIMC stimulated their child’s interest in math, one
parent reported that
“[UCIMC] inspired [students] to look deeper into some of the ideas
that were discussed, and in general was such an incredible positive
reinforcement of their passion for math.”
Others described how the puzzle-like nature of the activities kept students’
love of math alive and that
“the weekly challenge question pushed [student’s] mathematical thinking in a fun and engaging way.”
Other feedback provided by parents expressed appreciation for UCIMC welcoming any student willing to join (especially for out-of-state students), and
also commended the mentors for creating an inclusive and engaging environment.
The parent survey responses indicate that UCIMC was able to fill an important gap in the lives of young, mathematically-inclined students. At UCIMC,
students were able to find and relate to others their age across state and country borders, and discover a sense of belonging in a community of people who
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share a passion for mathematics and problem solving. While many young
students had difficulty finding “math friends” in their personal lives, UCIMC
provided a comfortable, inclusive and reliable experience for them week after
week. As one parent described
“[UCIMC] is truly a highlight of their week.”
7.3

Feedback from mentors

The UCIMC mentor team consisted of 11 UCI graduate students, 5 UCI undergraduate students, a UC Berkeley undergraduate student, and three UCI
faculty members. In addition to a year-end survey targeted at K-12 student
participants, UCIMC designed a year-end survey for mentors to determine
how volunteering with UCIMC impacted them throughout the academic year.
A total of 13 mentors responded; the two UCIMC coordinators who had also
served as mentors opted out of this survey.
To start, mentors were asked to describe their favorite aspects about being
a UCIMC mentor, and to discuss what initially compelled them to volunteer
with UCIMC. Nearly all mentors cited working with bright young students as
their favorite part of being a mentor. There was a common theme of wanting to
foster curiosity and excitement about math, and one mentor mentioned wanting to give mathematically inclined students the ability to work with people
who do math professionally. Many mentors described wanting to give back to
the community and become a more active member of the UCI’s mathematics
department as a reason for why they decided to volunteer. A few mentors
mentioned that they knew UCIMC was looking for more volunteers, and were
happy to know that they would be well-needed help. One mentor described
how the COVID-19 pandemic had kept them too cooped up and that this inspired them to volunteer, while another described how they had always wanted
to volunteer in the past, but were not able to do so until UCIMC moved to
a virtual environment—eliminating the need to travel to UCI on a Monday
evening. Of the 13 respondents, 12 affirmed that mentoring with UCIMC met
their expectations.
Mentors were additionally asked to describe how volunteering with UCIMC
contributed to their social interactions during the COVID-19 pandemic. Overwhelmingly, they positively responded that UCIMC provided them with valuable opportunities to interact with various people in the department, as well
as with elementary through high school students. A few mentors cited how
much they looked forward to the Friday mentor training, and how
“it was nice to casually chat with people I would have not had the
chance to meet otherwise.”
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One mentor replied that
“[UCIMC’s meetings] were the only Zoom meetings I actually looked
forward to.”
Two other mentors described how it was nice to have a weekly opportunity to
talk about math “just for fun”.
The last set of questions in the survey asked about how UCIMC contributed
to the mentors’ perception of math outreach and math education. Many responses to the prompt “Tell us how UCIMC has impacted your perception of
math outreach” could be sorted into one of the following categories:
• Realizing that “real math” can be done without needing to follow a
curriculum based on set grade levels or test scores. It is okay to have
students ask questions and make observations, and it is okay for mentors
to not have all of the answers.
• Realizing that there is a large number of young students who are very
passionate about math.
• Realizing that online outreach can be a great way to run math circles,
and can also accomodate a large number of students.
Responses to the question “Has mentoring for UCIMC impacted your interest in a career as a math educator?” were more variegated. This is to be
expected, given the different academic status of the respondents, ranging from
undergraduates to professors, and the fact that some mentors interpreted the
word “educator” specifically as K-12 educator, or school teacher. Out of the
13 respondents, 7 mentors said that UCIMC either did not impact their interest in a career as a math educator, or that they could not adequately answer
the question, and described how they enjoyed mentoring for UCIMC, but for
different reasons did not envision themselves working as a math educator. One
mentor responded that they could see themselves mentoring highly motivated
elementary school students, but would not like to work as an elementary school
teacher. In the same vein, another mentor wrote
“I enjoy doing UCIMC, but I can’t imagine doing it as my job (it
seems pretty tiring to work with kids all the time!).”
The remaining 6 mentors described how UCIMC had a positive effect on their
interest in teaching (in general). In the words of one mentor,
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“I’ve always loved teaching, but Math Circle made me feel like the
educators had a community. This is not something I always feel
when teaching my [college] courses.”
Another mentor described how UCIMC had increased their confidence in
teaching, and had given them ideas on how to teach future students.
On the topic of teaching, 84.6% (11/13) of survey participants either agreed,
or strongly agreed, with the statement “Mentoring for UCIMC has improved
my teaching skills”. As a follow-up question, mentors were asked to explicitly describe how UCIMC has contributed to their teaching skills. A number
of responses indicated that mentoring for UCIMC helped them learn that
asking thought-provoking questions and leading a discussion can be better
than simply presenting students completely rigorous and detailed solutions.
One mentor described how mentoring with UCIMC helped them learn how to
keep students engaged by giving just enough information to get a conversation
started, but leave enough unsaid so that students have to put in the work.
Another mentor reported
“I had to explain certain things in a less technical but more intuitive
way.”
Improving one’s patience by working with young students was also captured
in the mentor responses. As one mentor put it,
“dealing with a lot of younger students has taught me patience and
delicateness that can only come through experience; it wasn’t very
hard, you just have to experience it first hand.”
Yet another response mentioned they enjoyed gaining experience working with
mathematically gifted students in general – the mentor described how previous
math outreach experiences had been targeted at those who were struggling
with math.
Overall, UCIMC had a positive impact on its mentor across social and
academic facets of their lives. This is further supported by the fact that all of
the surveyed mentors indicated interest in continuing to mentor with UCIMC
in the future.

8

Increased participation from girls

Since the founding of UCIMC, the majority of our participants have been boys.
During our in-person meetings, boys were not only more numerous, but also
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more actively engaged in conversations (about math and other topics), more
confident and more vocal about sharing their solutions.

Figure 22. Boys dominating the in-person math circle scene at UCIMC.
Girls, on the contrary, appeared more shy, they often wanted to work alone
and were less eager to share their solutions even though they were mathematically correct. It is not a stretch to say that, when UCIMC ran in-person, boys
dominated the math circle scene (see Figure 22).
Part of the explanation for the gender difference in math participation lies
in the fact that girls have less confidence in their mathematical abilities than
boys– despite no gender differences in measured mathematical achievement
[27]. Although females perform as well as or better than males in math and
science, females have lower self-confidence in these subjects. The gender gap
in self-confidence starts in middle school and widens during high school, when
girls report having higher levels of anxiety than boys, and lower levels of confidence about their abilities in mathematics and science courses [9]. This hinders
women’s participation in STEM, because that ability self-confidence is one of
the strongest predictors for high school math and science course choices, and
for the pursuit of STEM degree programs in college and, consequently, STEM
careers [21].
Attendance from girls improved somewhat in the 2020-2021 online offering of UCIMC, ranging between 20% to 35% per meeting (see Figure 9). By
comparison, for the level I math circle for the 2019-2020 year, there were as
little as 0 to 3 girls who participated each lesson, Figure 23). We believe that
several aspects of the virtual program might have contributed to the increased
participation from girls. These include, but are not limited to, asking mentors
to volunteer for an entire quarter (thus giving students a chance to connect
with and get to know their mentors), structuring mathematical conversations
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in small groups moderated by a mentor, and adopting an open-ended mathematical curriculum. We hypothesize that such aspects might have benefited
all of our students, but especially our female participants.
Each year there are usually dropoffs in program participation between the
fall and winter and winter and spring quarters when the UCIMC pauses for
winter and spring breaks, respectively. This is can be seen in 2019-2020, Figure
23, when the total number of program participants decreases between the two
quarters. In 2020-2021, UCIMC had an increase in program participation
between the winter and spring quarters after a parent advertised UCIMC to
a Facebook group for GATE (Gifted and Talented Education) families. We
hypothesize the percentage decrease in female participants between the winter
and spring 2021 quarters is due to female participants leaving the program
during the winter to spring quarter break being replaced by primarily boys,
whose parents had seen the Facebook advertisement.

Figure 23. UCIMC Level I attendance in 2019-2020 by gender
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At the end of the 2020-2021 school year, to gauge how inclusive and welcoming the virtual UCIMC program had been for girls, we ran a small focus
group and surveyed three of our female participants who consistently attended
UCIMC. We asked the students to select from a list, “all the components that,
in your opinion, contributed to a learning environment which is inclusive, and
welcoming for all.” Options included:
• Open-ended problems and activities
• Having the same mentors (math circle leaders) each week of the quarter
• Being online
• Having more female mentors (like Debbie or Yasmeen)
• Having more female participants
• Having the ability to participate without having to speak (e.g. chat,
annotations, etc.)
• Mentors moderating conversations and discussions during the program
• Other.
In a follow-up question we asked students to explain, for each box they had
checked in the previous question, how that particular factor contributed a
welcoming environment for all.
Two of the three respondents reported that “having more female mentors
(like Debbie or Yasmeen)” made UCIMC feel more inclusive. One student additionally mentioned that, as a girl, in the past she often felt more comfortable
around female mentors.
“As for having more female mentors I personally am comfortable
with both gendered mentors however in the past I was more shy and
mostly felt more comfortable around the same gendered adults so
this might be happening to many other students.”
While most of the mentors for the online format were male (13/17), there
were always at least three female mathematicians present each week, including
the first author who served as UCIMC Director and not as mentor. The
second and third authors took turns leading the meetings; hence the students
witnessed that half of all of the meetings were led by a female mathematician.
In contrast, during the academic years 2018-2019 and 2019-2020, most of the
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in-person math circle lessons featured no female leaders: 24/37 and 36/37 of
the Level I and Level II Math Circle lessons, respectively, were led by males.
We believe the constant presence of female mentors at the online UCIMC and
their instruction helped combat the stereotype that math is a subject for boys.
Girls’ interest and achievement in STEM is affected by historical and invalid stereotypes that impact girls’ perception of their ability to perform well
in those academic areas [9]. Gender stereotypes (e.g., the idea that boys are
better than girls at math and science, or the notion that STEM careers are
better suited for males than females) hinder girls’ confidence in math and science, and their interest in STEM careers [10]. The American Psychological
Association [1] stresses the importance of initiatives that counter the stereotype threat: “We can do a lot to boost both achievement and the enjoyment
of school by understanding and attending to these psychological processes,
thereby unseating the power of stereotypes and prejudice to foil the academic
aspirations of the young people who, just by virtue of being born black, brown,
or female, are subjected to suspicions of inferiority.” Exposing girls to female
role models assists in countering stereotypes and broadening understandings of
possible math career pathways and applications. Women who have succeeded
can share tips for “persistence, degree completion, and a robust mathematics
identity” [11].
The learning environment also plays a critical role in encouraging abilities and interests for girls [10]. Unfortunately, mathematics instruction often
emphasizes memorization, repeated practice of procedural skills, and frequent
and timed assessments, rather than focusing on meaning and understanding;
this may promote mathematics anxiety in students (especially female students)
and undermine their cognitive engagement [4]. When it comes to teaching and
learning STEM, the format matters: it’s not just content—it’s context, too.
Girls learn better if the learning environment is student centered and collaborative [3]. Research has shown that a student-centered instructional approach
promotes higher student engagement. While all students benefit from opportunities to discuss ideas with their peers on authentic tasks that promote
higher order thinking, scholars have suggested that collaborative environments
that emphasize hands-on learning, group work, and problem-solving activities
may be particularly beneficial for girls’ engagement [8]. Moreover, girls take a
more active role and respond more favorably in cooperative learning environments than in competitive ones (while the opposite is true for boys) [27]. Similarly, “performance-oriented” classroom environments, where teachers point
out ability differences, showcase the best students’ work and emphasizing competition, lead to a decline in both math interest and math enjoyment for girls
[27].
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One of the biggest changes from the in-person to the online version of
UCIMC was the introduction of open-ended activities. The in-person activities primarily consisted of worksheets where students could potentially gauge
their mathematical ability by how many questions they answered correctly.
Moreover, the students often competed with each other to see who finished
the problems fastest. With the online format, there were no lists of questions;
rather, under the guidance of the mentor, students explored the digital application together with no pre-determined end goals. Since girls respond more
positively to a collaborative, student-centered approach, we were not surprised
that two of the three girls in the focus group reported that the “open-ended
problems and activities” contributed to “a learning environment which is inclusive and welcoming for all.”
The use of the JRMF exploratory curriculum made the experience less
competitive, more collaborative and also more fun. Because the mathematical investigations originated as exploration of patterns discovered in digital
applications, often in the forms of games (like Penguin Island), the math
was perceived as less abstract and more hands-on than the typical (Level II)
UCIMC curriculum, and certainly more interesting than the standard school
curriculum. K-12 mathematics is often taught in skills-based, abstract and
decontextualized ways, and is unlikely to capture some girls’ interest due to
their desire to engage in activities that they perceive as socially meaningful
and important. Making explicit connections between math and its social uses
and purposes may help to enhance girls’ interest [27].
To make UCIMC socially more engaging, we required our mentors to volunteer for an entire quarter and to work with the same grade level every week,
so that students could bond with their mentors. This also allowed mentors to
learn more about their students and help them connect math to their students’
other areas of interest. For instance, one of the girls expanded on the impact
of working with the same mentor, Zhengran, each week: “I reeeally [sic] liked
our particular mentor, Zhengran” and said elsewhere in the survey,
“they [the mentor] also understood why I connect math and art.
Goooo [sic] ZHENGRAN! ”
As another student wrote,
“having the same mentors allows you to get more comfortable with
the group and I think having similar groupmates also helps. . . .”
Having the same mentors each week allowed the UCIMC students to form
social bonds with the mentors, and among themselves. This, paired with the
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exploratory nature of the JMRF curriculum, contributed to the creation of
a learning environment where making mistakes was not feared, but accepted
and celebrated as an opportunity for learning. Every student observation
was dignified and explored further, marking the beginning of an interesting
mathematical discussion; every student conjecture (whether correct or mathematically invalid) helped collectively move the conversation - and the thinking
- forward. We hypothesize that this might have played a role in the retention
of female UCIMC participants. Girls tend to thrive in a supportive environment, which encourages students to pursue interests, take (reasonable) risks,
not fear making mistakes, and use “mistake making” as a method of learning.
Research found that support from teachers, parents and peers can play a key
role in engaging girls in mathematics [20].
Furthermore, we note that the small breakout rooms in the UCIMC Zoom
meetings allowed for a calmer learning environment than the large university
classrooms in the in-person meetings. We had observed in prior years that
during the Level II Math Circle the boys were often loud and boisterous.
However, with mentors moderating the conversation during the online UCIMC
meetings, the students were not able to engage in off-topic conversations. One
of the three girls in our focus group, who had attended both the in-person and
online versions of UCIMC, said that “it is difficult to be a girl around all too
active boys.” We believe that by leading the discussions, the mentors reduced
the boisterousness, which helped engage all students. One of the other girls
shared a similar opinion:
“It doesn’t feel like the boys are dominating the conversation and
that feels a lot more inclusive.”
We believe our mentors did a good job in making everyone feel included.
Finally, one advantage of running meetings online rather than in person
was the fact that the Zoom platform allowed our shyest students to participate
without turning on both their microphone and video. Students could type
responses into the Zoom’s chat feature, or they could talk without turning
on their video. We believe the multiple ways to participate helped our shyest
students engage with the activities. Since - starting from the middle school
school years - girls tend to be more a bit more reluctant than boys to engage
with mathematics, we hypothesize this might have been especially helpful for
them.
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What’s next?

When surveyed, 72.7% of all participating students stated that they would
prefer that UCIMC remain online in the fall rather than return to an in-person
format. In particular, all the students who live outside Orange County wanted
UCIMC to remain online, with the exception of a single student living in
neighboring Los Angeles County. When asked in a free-response question why
they preferred their chosen format, unsurprisingly, the majority of students
who live outside Orange County said that it would be impossible for them to
attend an in-person math circle at UCI.
Of the students who live in Orange County, roughly 65% of them (19/29
students) said they would prefer an online format to an in-person format. Even
among those students who live in Irvine, 65% of them (13/20) mentioned they
would prefer the online format. Many students who wanted the online format
cited as reasons for their preference that it was easier for them to go online to
attend the math circle than to get transportation to UCI. Others also cited
that they were nervous about returning to in-person activities. Given the
overwhelming support for online instruction and the overwhelmingly positive
feedback we received for our work this year, we plan on continuing the online
format this fall.
UCI plans on returning to primarily in-person instruction for its college
courses this fall, and our graduate student mentors will be on campus to
teach. When surveyed, all mentors expressed interest in continuing to be
engaged with UCIMC as mentors. It remains to be seen whether UCI will
allow UCIMC to hold in-person meetings for youths in the community. We
believe that if we are allowed, then we could have enough mentors to offer both
an online component of UCIMC and an additional in-person component. An
in-person math circle would most likely separate students into two levels as
before COVID-19. However, to better retain students as they transition from
Level I to Level II, we would likely design the Level II Math Circle to use the
online applications as we did with last year’s math circle.
Overall, transitioning the UCI Math Circle online was extremely successful.
We have learned a lot about engaging students in exploratory mathematics and
are looking forward to continuing next year.
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Appendix A
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Sample of JRMF curriculum

.
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Appendix B
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ARML Power Round, a Sample
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Appendix C
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Colored Loops activity

Figure 24. The previous week’s activity: Colored Loops (courtesy of JRMF)
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Appendix D
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Example of a Cheat Sheet for Mentors

Figure 25. A cheat sheet for mentors
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